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About Us

Alphaland Corporation, a Philippine property development company, is managed by
the RVO Capital Ventures Group.
Alphaland’s corporate philosophy states:
We are unique in that we are very selective in the property development projects that
we undertake. We focus only on high-end and top-of-the-line projects.
We do not intend to be, and will never be, all things to all people.

ALPHALAND - UNIQUE!
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CHAIRMAN’S LETTER
February 3, 2017
Dear Members and Shareholders,
Alphaland achieved record profitability in
2016, despite a challenging environment.
From a comprehensive 2015 net income of
Php7.2 billion, the company’s audited financial
statements for 2016 showed an increase of
7.5% to Php7.7 billion. The company’s net
worth increased by 17.2% from Php44.7 billion
in 2015 to Php52.4 billion in 2016. On a
per share basis, the company’s earnings were
Php5.56 in 2016 as compared to Php4.50
in 2015, a net increase of 23.6%, and the
net book value per share was Php41.14 at
the end of 2016 as compared to Php35.07 in
2015, or an increase of 17.3%.

Alphaland which will be used mainly to
refinance most of the existing bank debts.
The balance in fresh cash(approximately Php1
billion), will be used to fund projects and
working capital requirements. Additionally,
the BDO loan has improved terms compared
to existing bank debts of Alphaland.Thus,
BDO has affirmed the strong financial position
of Alphaland.
We are also pleased to inform you that the
operations of our various projects continued
to progress during 2016.

Despite the extremely difficult access to the
The company’s balance sheet continues to be island due to the congestion at NAIA, Balesin
exceptionally strong with its conservative debt/ Island Club continued its profitable operations.
equity ratio (debt of Php5.5 billion and Php52.4
billion in equity or 10.5% debt-to-equity ratio). In an effort to alleviate the congestion
This is the exact opposite of most property problems which we expect will worsen
companies, where the equity is typically much before they improve, we have completed a
smaller than the debt component. Thus, the number of major improvements in our aviation
borrowing capacity of your company remains operations. First, we acquired a 68-seater
strong.
ATR72 500 aircraft, thus bringing our capacity
(including three other aircraft in our fleet) to as
The most significant aspect of Alphaland’s many as 500 members and guests to and
financial situation was concluded early in from the island every day.
2017 when BDO, the country’s largest bank,
approved a Php5.5 billion loan facility for
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Second, we made a major investment in
installing runway lights in Balesin, thus
permitting night flights, which are unregulated
because there is no congestion at NAIA during
the nighttime--thus a significant game changer
for Balesin.
Also, we have improved our facilities at Clark,
and a significant number of our members and
guests from the northern part of Manila and
Central Luzon now travel to and from Balesin
via Clark. With these developments, we
expect much improved aviation operations for
Balesin in 2017.
In September 2016, Balesin Island Club
acquired one of the world’s best super yachts
– “M/Y Obsessions.” This 38-meter aluminum
hull yacht was built by the Heesen shipyard in
Holland, and is the pride of their fleet. It can
do up to 32 knots and thus outrun any weather.
Our Balesin members and their guests have
been enjoying chartering this yacht around
Balesin for sunset cruises and to the nearby
islands.
Our Alphaland Makati Place project was
completed in 2016. We initiated a very
aggressive financing program in order to
support our sales efforts by providing up to 95%
in-house financing. The City Club continued to
improve its operations with the appointment of
a new General Manager. Toward the close
of 2016 we expect even further improvement
in our operating performance for 2017.
Our first project, the Alphaland Southgate
Tower and Mall, improved on its role as a
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major cash generator for Alphaland. During
the year, we moved Alphaland’s headquarter
operations from Southgate to Makati Place
and thus freed up two floors which have now
been made available for lease. Thus, for year
2017, we project free cash flows of Php550
million.
Our Aegle Wellness Center, which was
completed in the first quarter of 2016,
continues to receive well-deserved accolades
from our increasing number of clients. With
two venues, one at The City Club in Makati
and a full-fledged facility in Balesin, we project
a strong increase in patronage from both
domestic and international clients for 2017.
Our most significant new project, which we
launched at the beginning of 2016, was the
Alphaland Baguio Mountain Lodges. Despite
the wet rainy season in Baguio in 2016, we
made speedy progress in improving the road
conditions and in the preparation of home
sites, the first 50 of which we expect to sell in
2017. The Clubhouse and the first log home
model units will be completed in March of this
year and we will then open the project for
sale to the many buyers who have already
signified their interest in acquiring our usual
top-of-the-line Alphaland standard of welldesigned and well-executed homes. Over a
three-year period, we expect to complete a
total of 300 lodges on the 79-hectare site.
With unbeatable views, but close enough to
Baguio proper (9kilometers away), the project
affords total security and amenities for the
homeowners.

Also in 2016, we completed the acquisition
of some 750 hectares of land on neighboring
Patnanunganisland, which is only 22 nautical
miles from Balesin. Balesin is only 500
hectares and thus this new property, which is
1-1/2 times the size of Balesin, and which we
have christened Balesin Gateway, will be a
massive project which should keep us busy for
the next five years. We intend to build a 2.5
kilometer runway which will permit the entry
of international flights from the neighboring
countries in the region. Also, the island’s
major advantage is that it has fresh ground
water unlike Balesin, where we have to have
an intricate water collection system. Thus, we
plan to build a golf course together with a
300-room hotel. We will then develop some
500 home sites on the beachfront and around
the golf course. Since our acquisition cost for
this project has been quite inexpensive (only
half of what we paid for the entire Balesin
Island), we are confident that this will be
another project which will justify our slogan –
“Alphaland—Unique!”

I cannot close this letter without a word of sincere
thanks to my friend and partner for the last 10 years
who was instrumental in the birth and growth of
Alphaland, Atty. Mario “Babes” Oreta. After 10
years, Babes has decided to go back to his first
love, his law practice, and we have now become
one of his clients.
The success in 2016 was achieved despite
adversity and we are determined to continue
our strong and aggressive growth in 2017 and
the years to come, and to bring our friends and
members more and more world-class projects.

Sincerely yours,

Roberto V. Ongpin
Chairman

In order to serve its principal purpose which
is to enable international members of Balesin
to fly from their home cities directly to Balesin
and bypass NAIA, we will acquire a Hong
Kong/Macao-style jetfoil ferry which will
allow access to Balesin from Balesin Gateway
in only half an hour.
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MA. AMELIA SANTIAGO

NICHOLAS BELASCO
GENERAL MANAGER
THE CITY CLUB
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ALPHALAND BALESIN ISLAND CLUB

MAP OF BALESIN ISLAND CLUB
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THE POOL AREA AT PHUKET VILLAGE

With more than seven kilometers of white-sand beach,
Balesin Island sits in the Pacific Ocean, 29 nautical miles
off the eastern coast of Luzon, and just 20 minutes by
plane from Manila.

Balesin is an exclusive, world-class island resort off
the east coast of the Philippines, for members only.
It is the flagship project of Alphaland Corporation.
Balesin Island sits on the Pacific Ocean, 29 nautical
miles off the eastern coast of Luzon. It is 20 minutes’
flight time from Manila, on Alphaland’s private fleet
of airplanes, which are boarded at Alphaland’s
private terminal. Balesin Island is about 500 hectares
in size, of which less than 40 hectares (about 8%)
will ever be developed. The majority of the island is
undisturbed, original tropical rainforest. The island is
ringed by more than seven kilometers of white-sand
beach.
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The resort redefines the Asian luxury beach experience,
which is characterized by excellent service, and
provides a comprehensive array of facilities, for an
endlessly varied and evolving lifetime experience for
its members.
The accommodations consist of 7 villages, each
inspired by world-renowned destinations: Balesin,
Bali, Costa del Sol, Mykonos, Phuket, St. Tropez,
and Toscana. Each village is a distinct experience,
and effectively a resort in itself. Each is designed
and executed authentically, from architecture and
interiors to landscaping and cuisine. The emphasis

Balesin Island Club
of the design is on privacy and exclusivity. Many of
the accommodations are standalone villas, while the
suites are also very private.
The Balesin Royal Villa is a majestic structure that is
an ideal venue for large family and social gatherings,
weddings, and corporate retreats. The Royal Villa’s upper
floor offers 4 spacious Maharlika suites, accessible
via private elevator, with their own private decks and
jacuzzis. On the ground floor are 10 villa-type suites
with private entrances, as well as a luxuriously appointed
Salon opening out onto a sweeping deck with two pools
overlooking the sea.
In addition to the villages, there are extensive central
facilities, including a main clubhouse larger than most
country clubs, a Sports Center, an Aquatic Sports Center,
the Aegle Wellness Center (opening 1st quarter of
2016), numerous restaurants, and many others.

GUESTS CAN TRAVERSE THE ISLAND ON HORSEBACK

M/Y OBSESSIONS

Balesin is also home to the M/Y “Obsessions” super yacht
for the use of its members and guests. The 38.5-meter
aluminium-hulled vessel was built by the world-renowned
Heesen Yachts in Holland and is the pride of their fleet.
AERIAL VIEW OF THE BALESIN ROYAL VILLA

THE BALESIN SPA
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The yacht has four beautifully decorated staterooms, all
with en suite bathrooms, and is often chartered for fullday trips to the surrounding Polillo Island group, as well
as for sunset cruises around the island, dinners, and photo
shoots.
Balesin Island Club offers a number of complimentary
villa nights a year depending on the type of membership.
Members and their guests can choose to use these
complimentary nights at any of the villages or at the
clubhouse suites, which are designed for larger families.
Balesin’s E.L. Tordesillas Airport, named after the founder
of the original resort, has a 1.5 kilometer-long concrete
runway, built to international aviation standards, that can
accommodate regional aircraft and private jets. The club
recently invested in runway lights with Area Navigation
(RNAV) approach capability, so it can now operate as
a 24-hour aerodome. The club regularly operates its
own aircraft; charter aircraft with larger capacities are
added during peak periods, and the club has operated
a capacity of 1,000+ seats a day during these periods.
A key aspect of the flight experience is our own private
terminal at the Ninoy Aquino International Airport (NAIA),
which is much more convenient—and luxurious—than the
crowded public Domestic Terminal.

RUNWAY LIGHTS
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BALESIN SPA RECEPTION

BALESIN SPORTS BAR

Balesin Island Club

ATR 72-500 WITH BALESIN LIVERY

INTERIOR of thanassis taverna in mykonos

COSTA DEL SOL casa GRande

BALESIN SALA

ST. TROPEZ

the BALESIN ROYAL VILLA

PHUKET SALATHIP

TOSCANA VILLAGE

NUSA DUA BAR
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RICO’S HIDEAWAY AT DUSK

BALESIN TLC CRAB CAUGHT at BALESIN SEAFOOD FARM

Alphaland utilized revolutionary technologies and
concepts in developing Balesin Island Club. In any
island development, the main challenge is water supply.
The concrete runway serves as a rainwater catchment,
collecting over 200 million liters per year into manmade lakes. The harvested water is processed into
potable water via ultrafiltration, and is then distributed
around the island. Used water is processed aerobically
and anaerobically in modular sewage treatment plants,
producing Class A greywater. This reclaimed greywater is
used for the island’s lush landscaping during the summer
months. Balesin, is thus, uniquely among island resorts,
self-sufficient in water.
The island also produces a lot of its own food, which
is made possible by the abundant water. The original
fishing community that continues to live on the island
supplies the fish served in its restaurants, and also staffs
the aquaculture facilities, which include fish and shellfish
farms. The banana plantations on the island produce a
surplus, which is sent to the mainland and marketed there.
In addittion, 40,000 coconut trees on †he island, with
more planted every year, provide an ample supply of
coconuts. Compact, high-technology organic vegetable
farms established near the airport yield much of the
produce needed by the island’s restaurants, although
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Badminton courts

the Aviary

FAMILY PICNIC GROVE

Balesin Island Club
some items (like rice and meats) will always be brought in
from the mainland, as we would rather not clear forest to
accommodate these.
Location and ambiance are keys to Balesin Island’s
overall vision. In this regard, the resort’s architectural
design remains in harmony with its natural surroundings.
This was achieved by partnering with one of the world’s
pre-eminent hospitality master planners, EcoPlan, of
Florida, USA. EcoPlan has ensured that each structure
never overwhelms its environment in any way.
SPORTS and RECREATION
Outdoor Activities
• Archery - Archery Range near the Sports Center
• Basketball - Outdoor Basketball Court at the Sports
Center
• Bicycling - Bicycles are available for use at the Main
Clubhouse
• Bird Watching - The Aviary
• Boating - Speedboats and sailboats may be rented
at the Aquatic Sports Center; the M/Y Obsessions
super yacht may be chartered for outings, dinners,
and photo shoots
• Fishing - Deep sea, on board one of our fleet of
speedboats, or gallery fishing at Fish Fun or Family
Picnic Grove
• Gardening - Balesin has an Organic Vegetable
Garden, where guests may harvest their own
salads
• Hiking - 8 kms of nature trails through forest and 		
banana fields
• Horseback Riding - Island Trail Ride, Bullring
(equestrian), at the Stables
• Kayaking - Aquatic Sports Center
• Knockerball – Sports Center and soccer pitch
• Mountain Biking - The highest point of Balesin is
just 10m above sea level, but we do have mountain
bikes available for rent
• Paddle Boarding, Standup - Aquatic Sports 		
Center

• Paintball/War Games - Sports Center
• Picnicking - Family Picnic Grove, which also offers
fishing
• Sailing, Hobie Bravo - Aquatic Sports Center
• Sailing, Paraw (native boat) - Aquatic Sports Center
• Scuba Diving - Aquatic Sports Center
• Segway - Sports Center
• Snorkeling - Aquatic Sports Center
• Soccer – Soccer pitch, near the Sports Center
• Sunbathing - The main beach and all pool areas
are provided with sun lounges.
• Surfing - Available at certain seasons, off various 		
beaches. Our Aquatic Sports Center staff will show
you the different breaks.

Hobie Cat sailing in Balesin’s clear blue waters

M/Y OBSESSIONS
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THE INDOOR CLIMBing WALL
AT THE SPORTS CENTER

SEGWAYs

• Swimming - Beach swimming with lifeguards is
available at specified schedules. The Clubhouse
has a lagoon pool, three outdoor whirlpools,
and a kiddie pool; each village has one or more
pools while Mykonos Cove Deck has five
outdoor whirlpools, and Poseidon has an
indoor/outdoor infinity pool;
the Balesin Spa has a private pool
• Tennis - Outdoor Tennis Court, Sports Center
• Volleyball (beach) - Balesin Sala Beach Area
• Wakeboarding - Aquatic Sports Center
• Waterskiing - Aquatic Sports Center
• Windsurfing (sailboarding) - Aquatic Sports Center
18

Indoor Activities
• Airsoft Target Shooting Range - Sports Center
• Badminton - Indoor Courts, Sports Center
• Basketball - Indoor Basketball Court, Sports Center
• Billiards - Game Room, Main Clubhouse
• Boxing, with trainer - Sports Center
• Children’s Indoor Playroom - Main Clubhouse
• Dancing - Ballroom, Latin, and other styles at
various events throughout the island
• Gym - Sports Center
• Karaoke - Babes’, Mike’s and Rannie’s KTV
Rooms, Main Clubhouse
• Mahjong - Mahjong Rooms, Main Clubhouse
• Mixed Martial Arts, with trainer - Sports Center
• Poker and other card games - Poker Rooms,
Main Clubhouse
• Reading - E.L. Tordesillas Library, Main Clubhouse
• Rock Climbing Wall - Sports Center
• Smoking - Tabacalera Cigar Divan, Main Clubhouse
• Table Tennis (Ping Pong) - Game Room, Main
Clubhouse
• Tennis - Indoor Tennis Court, Sports Center
• Wii© - Wii© Room, Main Clubhouse
DINING
• Dining - Breakfast buffet, Main Clubhouse
Lounge
• Dining - Filipino, Main Clubhouse Lounge,
Balesin Dining Room, Verandah, Balesin Sala
• Dining - Fish “catch-it-yourself” at Fish Fun and
Family Picnic Grove
• Dining - French, at St. Tropez Village
• Dining - Greek at Thanassis Taverna and Cove
Deck, Mykonos Village, and Poseidon, Mykonos
Beach Villas
• Dining - Indonesian at Bali Warung and Nusa
Dua Bar
• Dining - Italian at Toscana Village
• Dining - Korean at Han Gang, Main Clubhouse
• Dining - Japanese at Sakura, Main Clubhouse

Balesin Island Club
• Dining - Spanish at the Restaurante Español and
Tapas Bar, Costa del Sol Village
• Dining - Thai at Salathip, Phuket Village
• Dining - Mongolian BBQ and mixed grill for
lunch and cocktails for sunset at Rico’s Hideaway
• Dining - Seafood at Balesin Seafood
Shack and Fish Fun
• Dining, Private - Michelle’s and Anna’s at Main
Clubhouse, Private Dining Rooms at
Bali, Phuket, St. Tropez, Costa del Sol
Village, Toscana, and Mykonos Village
• Cocktails - The Main Clubhouse has three (3)
bars, the Pool bars serve the swimming pools
and the beach, and the sala of each
village has a bar with general cocktails
and drinks and wines unique to its theme.
The open-air Nusa Dua bar
at Bali village sits on stilts on the water.

Catholic observance. It is open all day for
private prayer, and available for weddings and
other occasions.
TRANSPORTATION
• Golf cart rides - All over the island
• Jeepney rides - All over the island
• Bicycling - Bicycles are available for use at the
Main Clubhouse

SPA & WELLNESS
• Massage (various types) - Balesin Spa and
Aegle Wellness Center
• Sauna and Steam Bath - Balesin Spa
• Aegle Wellness Center, Mykonos Beach Villas
• Thalassotherapy, Aegle Wellness Center
AMENITIES
• Beauty treatment - Salon, Main Clubhouse
•Concerts and Performances - Clubhouse Performance
Theater, Main Clubhouse
• Haircut and grooming - Barber Shop, Main Clubhouse
• Locker Rooms (Men’s and Women’s) - Main
Clubhouse and Sports Center
• Meetings and Conference facilities - Function
Rooms, Main Clubhouse
• Shopping - Sundries and souvenirs at Balesin
Souvenir Shop, Main Clubhouse and E.L. Tordesillas
airport
• Worship - The Balesin Chapel offers regular
Catholic masses on Sundays, and other days of

PRIVATE MASSAGE BY THE BEACH

pier from BALESIN FISH FUN
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ALPHALAND MAKATI PLACE

THE BEDROOM OF A TYPICAL UNIT AT THE RESIDENCES AT ALPHALAND MAKATI PLACE
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Continued economic growth
brings about the expansion
of Makati’s Central Business
District. Alphaland Makati
Place, located on a premium
one-hectare property along
Ayala Avenue Extension,
near office buildings,
schools, shopping centers,
hospitals, and community
areas, leads the charge.

Alphaland Makati Place is a uniquely
intelligent, state -of- the -ar t residential and
leisure complex that offers an integrated
lifestyle solution in one dynamic complex.
Ever y detail is planned for efficiency,
sustainability, and enjoyment.
It consists of 3 towers on a six-storey
podium. The first three floors of the
podium contain an upscale public
shopping center, high-end supermarket,
world-class restaurants, and ser vice hubs.
The upper three floors of the podium
house The City Club, an exclusive urban
spor t and leisure membership club and
business haven.
The City Club also
houses Aegle Wellness Center, a center
for longevity and holistic health. Atop the
six-storey podium are the 494 units that
compose The Residences at Alphaland
Makati Place.

EXTERIOR PERSPECTIVE OF
ALPHALAND MAKATI PLACE
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Alphaland Makati Place is the only
complex in the Central Business District
to present such a comprehensive living
solution. It is designed by the wellestablished
group
of
architectural
and engineering practice, Wong and

Alphaland Makati Place

FULLY FURNISHED KITCHEN AND DINING AREA AT THE RESIDENCES AT ALPHALAND MAKATI PLACE

Ouyang, and the leading architectural firm
in the countr y, the Casas + Architects.This
complete community is designed to cut down
on commuting to enable residents to save
time and energy, and minimize traffic, all in
secure, private surroundings.
Alphaland Makati Place is designed from
the ground up with state -of- the -ar t building
management, automation, and security,
as well as energy -efficient mechanical,
electrical, and sanitar y systems. The complex
will consume far less water and energy than

BORNGA KOREAN RESTAURANT

comparable buildings, minimizing carbon
emissions and unnecessar y costs, while still
achieving a high level of comfor t. Moreover,
the basement has five levels of parking, which
provide approximately 1,000 parking spaces
to reduce the urban “heat island effect”. The
project is registered under the United States
Green Building Council (USGBC) rating
system, which administers the Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) .

ZOO COFFEE
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THE CITY CLUB AT ALPHALAND MAKATI PLACE

THE SWIMMING POOL ON THE 6TH FLOOR OF THE CITY CLUB
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THE CITY CLUB ATRIUM

All rolled into one, like no other! The City
Club is a three-hectare lifestyle hub for
leisure, entertainment and business options in
the heart of Makati’s Central Business District.
No other club offers all these options in one
place.

The City Club is an integral component of
Alphaland Makati Place. All unit owners at
The Residences at Alphaland Makati Place
are automatically members of The City Club,
while non -residents may also purchase
memberships. Located along Ayala Avenue,
it occupies the top three floors of the sixstorey podium of Alphaland Makati Place,
with an area of 30,000 square meters. It
is located within walking distance of many
26

major corporations, residential buildings,
and commercial establishments in the Central
Business District. This provides convenience
from work, home, and everywhere in between.
The City Club houses 8 specialty restaurants
where you can choose from a variety of
international cuisines. Among them are A
Taste of France (French), Balesin Islander
(Filipino), Costa del Sol (Spanish), Hai Shin

The City Club at Alphaland Makati Place

CLUB LOUNGE

SPECIALTY OF COSTA DEL SOL

BOARD ROOM

SPECIALTY OF A TASTE OF FRANCE

Lou (Chinese), Mark’s Prime Rib (Steak House), Sakura by
Edo -san ( Japanese), Salathip (Thai) and Toscana Ristorante
Italiano (Italian). These are complemented by the Tabacalera
Cigar Divan where members can enjoy the finest cigars and
single -malt whiskies, and TWG Tea Lounge, serving the
finest luxury tea brand in the world.

CONFERENCE ROOM

Doing business outside the office is never a problem at The
City Club. The Club’s Business Center includes meeting and
conference rooms that provide an ideal working environment.
The Club offers Wi-Fi and a state -of- the -art fiber optic network
to ensure that members stay connected anywhere around
the club’s premises. Function rooms are also available for
events, from corporate functions to weddings and banquets.
BANQUET HALL
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GYM

Movie Theater/Auditorium

LIBRARY

PILATES STUDIO
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No club is complete without a pool, and The
City Club has its lagoon -style swimming pool
with additional areas for laps. Children also
get to enjoy The City Club’s child-friendly
facilities, which include a kids’ swimming
pool, indoor playground and activity area.
Other facilities such as game rooms, KTV
rooms, a screening room, and a Wii room
provide recreational activities that the entire
family can enjoy.
In addition, The City Club has an extensive
array of amenities dedicated to your health
and wellness needs. Apart from its swimming
pools, Aegle Wellness Center & Spa, and
a fully equipped gym, sports enthusiasts
will enjoy the indoor courts for basketball,
tennis, badminton, and squash, the indoor
airsoft range, and the high-definition virtual
golf simulator, which is exclusive to The City
Club and is the only one of its kind in the
Philippines. For those who want to revitalize
their minds and bodies, studios for Pilates,
aerobics and yoga can also be found in
the Club. There is also a boxing ring and
martial arts studio for those who enjoy more
strenuous activities.

The City Club at Alphaland Makati Place
CLUB AMENITIES
• Indoor Tennis Court
• Indoor Basketball Court
• Badminton Courts
• Boxing Ring
• Squash Court
• Gym
• Billiard Tables
• Table Tennis Room
• Aerobics & Yoga Studio
• Martial Arts Studio
• Pilates Studio
• Dance Studios
• Aegle Wellness Center & Spa
• Swimming Pool
• Pool Sunbathing Deck
• High Definition Virtual Golf Simulator
• Clinic
• Health Bar
• Meeting and Conference Rooms
• Movie Theater/Auditorium
• Library
• Business Center
• Banquet Hall
• Private Function Rooms
• Chinese Function Rooms
• Private Dining Rooms
• The Boardroom
• Large Function Rooms

HAI SHIN LOU

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tabacalera Cigar Divan
Outdoor Activity Area
Banquets and Events
Wii Room
Health Bar
Game Room
Club Lounge
Barber Shop
KTV Rooms
Screening Room
Poolside Restaurant & Al Fresco Bar
Restaurants:
— Sakura by Edo San
— Salathip Thai Restaurant
— Hai Shin Lou
— A Taste of France
— Costa del Sol
— Toscana Ristorante Italiano
— Mark’s Prime Rib
— Balesin Islander
The TWG Tea Lounge
Canadian American School
Children’s Indoor Play Area
Pro Shop
Outdoor Playground
Children’s Pool
Snack Bar
Barbecue Area

SALAThIP THAI RESTAURANT
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THE RESIDENCES AT ALPHALAND MAKATI PLACE

THE RESIDENCES AT ALPHALAND MAKATI PLACE RECEPTION
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typical bedroom of a 3-Bedroom
unit AT THE RESIDENCES at
ALPHALAND MAKATI PLACE

Dubbed “the home
of the future”,
The Residences at
Alphaland Makati Place
incorporates the limitless
possibilities of futurereceptive technology
into residents’ daily
lives through the
incorporation of fiber
optic infrastructure.

The Residences at Alphaland Makati Place, a
meticulously designed complex that ensures
a natural fusion of aesthetics and efficiency
offers fully fitted and fully furnished, state of- the -art Ayala Avenue apartments. The
strategic location of the complex makes it a
perfect home for dynamic executives, young
families, and upwardly mobile singles.
32

The residential towers offer several different
unit types: 1-bedroom, 2-bedroom, premium
2-bedroom, and 3-bedroom suites. Each unit
is delivered in ready- to -move -in condition.
Units offer open -plan kitchen, living, and
dining areas, and maximized space through
cleverly concealed built -in storage areas in
hallways and under windows to allow freedom
of movement around the unit.
All units come with premium bathroom fixtures and
top-of-the-line appliances. All furniture, fixtures,
and major appliances are included in the unit
price, and are installed and tested. Each unit has
a dishwasher, air conditioners, beds, sofas, an
intelligent lighting system, bathroom and kitchen
fixtures, refrigerator/freezer, laundry washer and
dryer, televisions, minibar, and a safe. Premium
units come with a wine chiller. Extensive storage
is provided, with each unit containing ample
shelves, closets and bins. Fixtures for the units were
handpicked from leading global brands, such as
Philippe Starck and Kuysen.

The Residences at Alphaland Makati Place

Moreover, units are fully automated at no extra cost to the
buyer. With the use of a provided tablet or any Internetenabled device, unit owners are given complete control
of the home. The interface allows access and control of
the lighting, blinds, and other utilities in the home even if
they are away. Lights turn on and off with motion-sensor
technology, the flat screen TV can be hidden in a builtin recess and the temperature of the air conditioner can
be modified with a press of a button. Other applications
on the tablet PC connect to the front desk, maintenance,
security, and other services. The complex incorporates
high-speed fiber-optic infrastructure, ensuring that it will
be technologically advanced for years to come.
As if that weren’t enough, each unit in The Residences
at Alphaland Makati Place comes with a resident
membership in The City Club, whose top-of-the-line
facilities are dedicated to fulfilling the most demanding
lifestyle needs.
Turnover of units began in August 2015.

SPACIOUS LIVING ROOM AT THE RESIDENCES
AT ALPHALAND MAKATI PLACE

DESK AREA INSIDE A UNIT AT THE RESIDENCES AT
ALPHALAND MAKATI PLACE

SPACE-EFFICIENT HALLWAY AT THE RESIDENCES AT
ALPHALAND MAKATI PLACE
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Located at the ground floor atrium of
The Shops at Alphaland Makati Place,
UpMarket offers high-quality goods from
the finest purveyors , assembled into a
carefully curated selection. Its products
include artisan sausages, Wagyu beef,
organic vegetables, snacks, condiments,
unique home and fashion accessories,
personal care products, dairy, craft
beers, wines, and much more.
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UPMARKET AT MAKATI PLACE

UPMARKET AT MAKATI PLACE
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THE ALPHA LOUNGE

THE ALPHA SUITES

THE ALPHA SUITES

The Alpha Suites is the quintessence of a
boutique hotel, with 5 luxurious suites that are
comparable to rooms in 5-star hotels in the
Makati area.

Located on the 3rd floor of Alphaland
Makati Place, The Alpha Suites operates
under the management of The City Club
and is available to guests of Alphaland,
members of Balesin Island Club and their
guests, and members of The City Club and
their guests.
The suites consist of the following:
•
One 1-bedroom suite (63 sqm)
•
Three 2-bedroom suites
(90, 120, and 123 sqm)
•
One 3-bedroom suite
(153 sqm)
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ALPHALAND SOUTHGATE TOWER AND MALL

ALPHALAND SOUTHGATE TOWER AND MALL LOCATED AT THE CORNER OF EDSA AND CHINO ROCES AVENUE
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ALPHALAND SOUTHGATE TOWER HAS BECOME
A WELCOME ADDITION TO THE CITY SKYLINE

The Southgate Tower is Alphaland’s
corporate headquarters and exemplifies
the company’s vision of superior value
transformation.

ALPHALAND SOUTHGATE TOWER
Alphaland Southgate Tower has become an
iconic establishment and functions as the gateway
to Makati. Its distinctive LED display, set in the
building’s blue glass facade, welcomes visitors to
the metropolis’ Central Business District.
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The project began as an unfinished high-rise building
that remained idle for nearly 30 years. The Alphaland
Corporation reinvented it as a modern glass office
tower with a podium mall, transforming a former
eyesore into one of the city’s most recognizable and
vibrant landmarks.

Alphaland Southgate
In 2010 Alphaland Southgate first opened its
doors, with the initial batch of tenants composed of
companies within the group, including Alphaland
itself, PhilWeb Corporation, ISM Communications,
and Atok-Big Wedge. Major BPO players such as
Teleperformance, GHD Pty. Ltd., Genie Technologies,
and Alorica Inc. soon followed. Later on, Anthem
Solutions Inc., MRL Gold Phils., Jorge Yulo Architects,
and Western Mindanao rounded out the rest of the
building’s occupants.

The SEVENTH anniversary of Alphaland
Southgate

By the end of 2011, Alphaland Southgate Tower had
reached full occupancy.
ALPHALAND SOUTHGATE MALL
Convenience is the main driver of the Alphaland
Southgate Mall.
DEPARTMENT STORE

The Alphaland Southgate Mall is directly
connected to the Southgate Tower. It offers about
18,340 sq.m. of floor area on three levels,
with the third level providing commuters with
direct access to the Magallanes MRT station.
The building houses major bank branches like
BDO and PBCOM, fast-food and casual dining
establishments, food kiosks, a department store
computer shops, beauty and wellness shops,
and fashion outlets. Mall events are regularly
held during holidays on the ground floor and the
third floor.

COFFEE SHOP

Alphaland’s own property operations team
addresses tenants’ needs and requests.
Supported by a professional staff and a 24/7
concierge service, the group deals with any of
their construction, engineering, housekeeping,
parking, and security concerns that may arise.
The Alphaland Southgate Mall is open from
10AM to 9PM, Mondays to Sundays, including
holidays.

ALPHALAND SOUTHGATE MALL INTERIOR
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AEGLE WELLNESS CENTER

AEGLE WELLNESS CENTER AT BALESIN ISLAND CLUB
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AEGLE WELLNESS CENTER
AT THE CITY CLUB

Aegle Wellness Center is a state-of-the-art
integrative health and wellness center purposely
set in two complementary sites – a five-star city
center facility and an exclusive island resort
setting – to nurture and sustain our unique
wellness programs.

Aegle Wellness Center
Named after the Greek goddess of radiant good health,
Aegle illustrates the marriage of science and health--Aegle
being the daughter of Aesculapius, the god of medicine,
and Epione, the goddess of soothing of pain. Aegle is the
sister of Panacea, the goddess of medicines, and Hygeia,
goddess of health.
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AegleWellness Center is devoted to the maintenance of
health through lifestyle modification based on cutting-edge
technology from the basic sciences such as cell physiology,
molecular biology, and human genomics. Protocols are
hinged on the three foundations of wellness, namely proper
nutrition, regular exercise, and supplementation; utilizing
programs customized for natural detoxification, weight
management, ageing medicine, and holistic health.

Aegle Wellness Center
Complementing the limitations of Western medicine with
the preventive health values of traditional healing, Aegle
provides multi-faceted programs to address health concerns
ranging from treatment of lifestyle diseases, to enhancing
function and athletic performance, to providing support to
terminal illness prevention.
Leading Aegle’s acclaimed medical team are Dr. Claude
Chauchard, world-renowned Anti-Ageing and Preventive
Medicine specialist and Dr. Ben Valdecañas, the country’s
leading authority in the field of Sports and Regenerative
Medicine.
The city center facility of Aegle Wellness Center, which is
located at The City Club, began operations in late2015,
while its second center, located adjacent to the Mykonos
Beach Villas in Balesin Island Club, opened its doors in April
2016. The Aegle facility at Balesin offersThalassotherapy
as a centerpiece of its wellness programs.

— Neurotransmitter Assay
— Amino Acid Assay
—Cardiovascular assessment
— Chronic Fatigue Syndrome
•Ancillary Assessment
— Plethysmography for Autonomic Nervous
System Stress Response
— Body Composition Analysis (BCA)
— Live Blood Analysis
Treatments
•Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy (HBOT)
•Colon Hydrotherapy
•Intravenous Detoxification
•Sports Recovery
•Customized Supplementation
•Thalassotheraphy

SERVICES AND PROGRAMS
Professional Assessment & Evaluation
•Professional Age Management Consults
•Exercise Instruction, Initiation, and Integration
•Nutritional Consults, Management, and Support
•Life Coaching
•Mind-Body-Spirit Coaching
•Thalassotherapy (Aegle Balesin only)
•Laboratory Assessment
— Complete Blood Analysis and Serum
Chemistry
— Metabolic Analysis Testing
— Food Sensitivity Testing
— Genomic Analysis
— Hormonal Assay
— Micronutrient Assay
— Cancer Markers
— Toxicology Scan
— Gut Micro Biome Analysis
— Oxidative Stress

hyperbaric oxygen therapy treatment

INTRAGEN TREATMENT
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ALPHALAND BAGUIO MOUNTAIN LODGES

BREATHTAKING VIEW FROM ALPHALAND BAGUIO MOUNTAIN LODGES PROJECT SITE
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ALPHALAND BAGUIO MOUNTAIN
LOGDES MODEL

The Alphaland Baguio Mountain Lodges is a master-planned
development of 300 lodge-style log homes, situated on a
78-hectare property. The development is just 9 kilometers
north of Baguio City on Ambuklao Road, which is now
fully paved and is only a 15-minute drive from Baguio City
proper. The development will also offer three helipads.

The site enjoys lush Benguet pine forest and
totally pollution -free mountain air. There are
5 designs and floor plans to choose from,
and the homes will be sited to maximize
the views of the surrounding pine -forested
mountains. The homes will range in size
from 3½ to 5½ bedrooms, and will be sold
fully furnished or unfurnished. Each home
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will be constructed from impor ted western
cedar or Douglas fir. The entire proper ty will
be secured by an 8-foot concrete perimeter
fence, with 12 security outposts.
The master plan was completed by EcoPlan of Florida
in the U.S., the same master planner for Balesin Island.
The lodges will be sold individually as horizontal

Alphaland Baguio Mountain Lodges
condominiums, where the land will be proportionately
owned by all 300 homeowners. This will allow for
the optimization of the locations and views of all of
the home sites.
Each group of five to six homes will have its
own water cistern that collects rainwater from
the roof of each building, as well as a complete
genset that will serve as a backup source of
power. Landscaping will be provided and
maintained by Alphaland, to the usual superior
Alphaland standard.
On the main Ambuklao Road par t of the
proper ty, we will construct a commercial
center consisting of 8 pine log units,
which we will provide rent -free to the best
restaurants and popular shops in Baguio, as
well as a laundromat for the convenience of
our homeowners.
The latter half of 2016 saw extensive
site preparation and infrastructure works,
including widening, grading, and paving of
the 2-kilometer, 6 -meter wide principal road.
The 5 model units and clubhouse, along
with the first 50 homes, will be completed
in 2017, followed by the next 100 homes
in 2018, and the final 150 homes in 2019.

ENTRANCE TO ALPHALAND BAGUIO MOUNTAIN LODGES

BAGUIO’S RUSTIC CHARM FLOURISHING IN
ALPHALAND BAGUIO MOUNTAIN LODGES

“OLD BAGUIO” AMBIANCE AT A
ALPHALAND BAGUIO MOUNTAIN LODGES
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ENTRANCE TO ALPHALAND BAGUIO MOUNTAIN LODGES

CONCRETE SECURITY FENCE
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CONSTRUCTION UPDATE

MACTAN ROTUNDA

ACCESS ROAD TO MODEL UNIT

ROAD FROM TIRAD TO MACTAN

VIEW OF HELIPAD AND BLOCK 1

NURSERY AREA

ACCESS ROAD FROM BLOCK 1 TO TOPSIDE
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BALESIN GATEWAY

patnanungan island
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We have always envisioned making Balesin
directly accessible to international flights.
With the establishment of the Balesin Gateway
International Airport, our international
members and guests will be able to bypass the
congestion of NAIA in Manila and fly directly
to Balesin from Tokyo, Seoul, Taipei, Hong
Kong, Bangkok, Singapore, and Jakarta, and

CLOSER LOOK AT PATNANUNGAN ISLAND
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23

We intend to build a full international airport
facility with a runway of 2,500 meters,
which will accommodate even Boeing 747s,
although we are targeting only the Airbus
320s that fly around the region.

n.m
.

Alphaland has acquired more than 700
hectares in Patnanungan Island, which is
only 22 nautical miles north of Balesin.
Between Balesin and Patnanungan it takes
only 10 minutes by helicopter, 5 minutes by
our Cessnas, and half an hour by a fast ferry.

aerial view oF PATNANUNGAN ISLAND

Balesin Gateway International Airport

PATNANUNGAN BEACH

Because the island has fresh ground water, we
also plan to build an 18-hole championship golf
course and a 300-room hotel, as well as 500
beachfront and golf course homes. So that we
do not end up with a mish-mash of design and
are able to preserve the pristine character of the
land, we will design and build each individual
home. The homes can be directly owned by
individuals and companies who would like to
acquire their own beach houses.
PATNANUNGAN SITE

The entire project will take 3 to 4 years to
even Sydney, all cities that will be the target of complete. In the latter half of 2016, we worked
our aggressive international marketing of Balesin on the master plan for the island as well as the
necessary permits and regulatory approvals.
Island Club in 2017.
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ATR 72-500 Aircraft

ATR 72-500 Aircraft

alphaland aviation

ATR 72-500 Aircraft

Alphaland acquired an ATR 72-500
aircraft in the first quarter of 2016. The
68-seater ATR 72-500 is one of the most
popular regional aircrafts worldwide.
The larger-capacity plane has greatly
facilitated the travel of our members to
and from Balesin and has substantially
diminished the charter fees that we used
to pay. We plan to acquire another
identical ATR 72-500 in the first quarter of
2017.
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view of CLARK HANGAR from the apron

Clark Hangar

Clark Facility

In late 2016, we signed the lease for our
own facilities at Clark Airport in Pampanga
to improve our aviation services for Balesin
members who live in the northern part
of Metro Manila and in Central Luzon.
We began scheduling flights to and from
Clark to avoid the air traffic and runway
congestion at NAIA. Construction of our
private Alphaland lounge at Clark will be
completed in the first quarter of 2017.

DISTANCE of CLARK AIRPORT TO MANILA
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PAL Mabuhay Miles PARTNERSHIP MARKETING COLLATERAL

PAL Mabuhay Miles Partnership

PAL MABUHAY MILES PARTNERSHIP

PAL Mabuhay Miles Partnership

In March 2016, Alphaland announced the
launch of its partnership with Philippine
Airlines (PAL) wherein PAL’s Mabuhay Miles
Million Milers, Premier Elite
and Elite
Members can redeem their miles to enjoy
a stay in Balesin Island Club resort as the
“ultimate” frequent flyer reward.
PAL’s Million Milers are those who have
flown one million cumulative tier miles on
PAL and PAL Express, earning the highest
level of privileges in the Premier Elite level
for life. These customers are given first priority treatment and dedicated travel
assistance.
Founded in March 1941, PAL is one of
the legacy commercial carriers in Asia
and the national carrier of the Philippines.
PAL operates flights within the Philippine
archipelago and throughout Asia, Oceania,
the Middle East, North America and Europe.
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CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

BALESIN COASTAL CLEAN-UP VOLUNTEERS
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VOLUNTEERS AT BALESIN’S COASTAL
CLEAN-UP DAY

Corporate Social Responsibility

DRUG REHABILITATION FACILITY
After conducting an in-depth study on drug
rehabilitation centers and how other countries
have addressed this need, Alphaland plans
to build a drug rehabilitation facility on a 2.1
hectare property that it owns in Atimonan,
Quezon. Our intention is for this to be
a “model” facility that can be used as a
prototype for other centers to be established
by the government and the private sector to
support the fight against drugs in the country.
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Located on the coast, Atimonan is only 25
nautical miles from Balesin Island and can be
supported by our facilities at Balesin Island,
particularly our Balesin Aegle Wellness Center,
once we staff it with experts in medical toxicology
and other specialists. Atimonan also has the
advantage of being reachable by land from
Manila (about 2-1/2 hours), and in fact was
used as the staging area during construction of
Balesin Island Club. We will begin construction
on this project in 2017.

Community Development Programs
Balesin Island Club supports the island’s
residents
through
various
community
development programs. One of the program’s
main thrusts is the hiring of local residents to

Corporate Social Responsibility
train with and eventually become part of the
island’s workforce. The club employs its staff
from a community of around 2,000 people.
The children of these workers also become
scholars of Balesin Island Club. Eventually,
upon reaching high school, they may choose
to take their “on - the -job training” (OJT) in the
club, effectively becoming skilled workers in
the luxury hospitality industry.
Balesin Integrated School
The Balesin Integrated School is an island-based
school that serves the needs of the children of
Balesin Island’s local residents. Founded in
1999, it is a direct beneficiary of Alphaland
Corporation. The company regularly donates
materials and supplies during the Christmas
holidays and other special occasions. Aside
from supporting the school through charitable
donations, Alphaland also grants scholarships
to deserving students, many of whom continue
their further education at top universities on the
mainland.

TRASH COLLECTED DURING BALESIN’S COASTAL CLEAN-UP DAY

Annual Outreach Programs
Every December, Alphaland Corporation shares
its blessings with those less fortunate through a
yearly outreach program. The beneficiaries of this
annual event are the residents of the local Balesin
island community. Members from various Alphaland
departments are chosen to fly to the island for a day
of fellowship and camaraderie. While on the island,
they pack Christmas ham and fruit baskets, attend a
thanksgiving mass, and share a simple yet meaningful
meal in celebration of the true meaning of the season.
The children of the local residents are also treated to a
magic show, parlor games, and loot bags.
Annual Coastal Clean-up
Alphaland Balesin Island Club participates in the
annual international coastal clean-up, the largest
volunteer event in the world. This event is dedicated
to improving beaches, coastal areas, and their
surroundings.

MAGIC SHOW FOR THE KIDS OF THE LOCAL
BALESIN ISLAND COMMUNITY
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